




DISCOVER
CONNECT
ELEVATE YOUR SPACE

At Visual Contrast we believe in creating art that is as unique 
as it is timeless. Every piece is handmade to encourage 
creative exploration, inspire connection, and bring a vision
to life. 

We offer our customers direct access to high-end art without 
the intimidation of navigating a gallery and at a price point 
that is accessible. 

Every piece is thoughtfully conceived by our team of artists 
and hand produced in Los Angeles.



retro silkscreens

retro panels- yellow III, blue IV, pink IV, black II, sand V

interior design by KVID and Redline Design Group



eclipse - grey, blush + orange, teal, blue 

retro electro IV

Inspired by retro geometric 
compositions, these 

silkscreens use the interplay 
of simple shapes and bold 

colours to make an impact. 
The transparent ink creates a 
watercolour effect, with each 
overlapping shape making a 

new shade of the colour. 
Nostalgic yet refined, these 

silkscreens are the perfect 
addition to any room. 



Made from layered pumice stone and oil paint on canvas, the 
Impressions collection focuses on texture and three-dimensionality. 

Depth is created on these monochromatic artworks through the 
exaggerated highlights and shadows cast from the rough surface, 

guiding your eye around the painting.

impressions



ochre

blush emeraldrustblack

pink dustblue



RADIANT SQUARES

orange iron + pink rosewood + french lacquer red sky blue + terra cotta

india blue + ultramarine ultramarine + red crimsonpistachio + ultramarine



The Radiant Squares are 
quite literally “radiant” with 

their glass-like finish that 
catches and reflects light. 

Made from resin and natural 
pigments, these artworks are 
colour studies, analysing the 

way different colours interact 
and how light affects colour.

ercolano orange + yellowinterior design by Jenn Feldman Designs



With an emphasis on 
geometric shapes and 
blocks of solid colour, 
these silkscreens on 
handmade papers evoke 
feelings of calm and 
tranquility. The minimalist 
compositions make these 
artworks the perfect 
complement to elements 
of design, playing with 
colour and line.

interior design by KVID and Redline Design Group



COLOUR BLOCK COLLECTION

modern ritual (black)

high contrast (black)high contrast (green)high contrast (blue)

horizons (indigo) hashtag (earl grey + copper)



mixed media works
overlapped textiles I overlapped textiles IIIoverlapped textiles II

velvet river I velvet river II



An experiment in form and 
material, our mixed media 
works focus on the layering 

and interaction of papers 
and textiles. Creating 

playful contrasts through 
shape, line, and texture, 
these pieces will elevate 

any space with their 
neutral tones and 

unconventional materials. 
Surprising elements and 
interesting patterns give 

this series a unique quality 
and collected feel. 

metallic bandsinterior design by KVID and Redline Design Group



modern industrial 
collection

The Modern Industrial Collection employs straight lines, intersecting 
shapes, and functional forms to create minimal compositions inspired by 
the architecture of the early Bauhaus movement. These structural designs 

are modernised with bright colour pairings and natural canvas 
backgrounds, adding texture and giving the pieces an elevated feel. 

interior design by Brooke Wagner Design, photography by Ryan Garvin



ultramarine + blue skies I ultramarine + blue skies IIultramarine + blue skies III

ash green + olive green I ash green + olive green IIash green + rose beige

copper + sand I copper + sand IIstorm grey + blue skies



WOVEN ABSTRACts

tancoral

ochre blue olive green



Featuring coloured yarn woven onto handmade Nepalese paper, the Woven Abstract 
Collection combines traditional craft materials with modern geometric designs to create 
timeless artworks. These symmetric designs are reminiscent of Aztec line drawings with 
their repeated diamond shapes, triangles, and parallel lines, as well as with their earth 

toned colour palette. With a focus on unique materials and intersecting lines, these 
panels are the perfect addition to any space that needs some colour and texture. 

interior design by Katch Design Collective, photography by Hugo Landa Garcia



Repurposing a material known for its 
functionality and practicality, the 

Burlap Cubes are unique yet familiar 
due to their adoption of burlap as an 
art substrate. Curved abstract shapes 

fill the composition, with cut-outs 
from the shapes counteracting one 

another and creating balance.

interior design by Katch Design Collective, photography by Hugo Landa Garcia



BURLAP CUBES

burlap cube I burlap cube III burlap cube IVburlap cube II

The stark black ink contrasts with the taupe burlap, making the light brown 
shapes pop off the surface and adding a modern flair to typical burlap. 
The highly textural woven burlap transforms an ordinarily flat silkscreen 
into a three-dimensional artwork with depth, elevating the quality of the 
silkscreen. Pushing the boundaries of what can be used for silkscreening, 

the Burlap Cubes are experimental and different from anything you may 
have seen before, introducing a new material to fine art. 



japanese matchbooks

from top to bottom and left 
to right- cafe amsterdam, 
cafe, portrait i, strawberries, 
cafe maria, cafe tiger, 
maison rio

By repurposing vintage 
matchbook covers, we 
created the Japanese 
Matchbook Collection, 
featuring a mix of 
Japanese design and 
western Art Deco-style 
illustration. Dating back 
to over 100 years ago, 
these prints are truly 
timeless, connecting the 
past to today with their 
graphic design and 
bold colour.



hollywood tea room

fruits parlor

bird

maruzen

mount fuji

sasakiopening

kotbuki tea room orion cafesaikaku cafe kirin



watercolours

Expressive and light, the Watercolours series calms with its pastel 
colour scheme yet energises with dynamic brushstrokes. Printed on 

handmade Moenkopi Washi paper from Japan, the overlapping fields 
of colour and layered strokes give these prints dimension while creating 
movement in the composition. The natural mulberry and hemp fibres 

embedded in the paper give the prints subtle texture, while the paper’s 
translucent nature softens the image, enhancing its colours. 

pressed flowers I

pressed flowers II

shells at sunset writings on the wall

summer melt
garden head



We are so proud to announce the launch of 
Studiowares, a curated collection of 
wearable art and other goods from the 
Visual Contrast studio. Born from the 
desire of bringing art into the everyday, 
Studiowares is providing new functional 
canvases for our art with the goal of making 
our art accessible to all. Applying our 
artistic sensibility to home goods, fashion, 
and giftware, Studiowares is exploring the 
possibilities of art beyong what is hanging 
on the walls. Focused on sustainably 
sounceed materials, eco-friendly products, 
and small batch releases, everything is made 
to order in our Los Angeles studio. 

red horizons sweatshirt starbursts hoodiehigh contrast sweatshirt

INTRODUCING...

blue planet sweatshirt and planet earth sweatshirt



custom silkscreens
PERSONALISE YOUR SPACE WITH OUR

Our silkscreens are now customisable 
with any of our custom ink colours! 
You can choose any colour from our 
ink selection to make any silkscreen 
tailored to your space and truly yours. 
Now you can play a role in the 
creation of your artwork, designing 
a silkscreen that is one-of-a-kind and 
unique. From bright retros like blush 
and mellow yellow to warm and cool 
neutrals, our inks are completely 
unique and unlike any ink off the shelf. 
Choose a silkscreen design from our 
catalogue and we can get started on 
making you a custom piece of art! 

To view our ink selection and get started on your custom 
silkscreen, go to visualcontrast.co/custom 

Having trouble finding the 
perfect piece of art for your 
home or project?



VC TRADE PROGRAM
From curating a collection to creating a custom piece based on your space, 
VC Trade is here to help with your projects! Going beyond what is offered 
on our site, we will draw inspiration from your moodboard and create a 

personalised selection of art for your space with artwork handpicked from 
our catalogue and custom pieces created especially for you. We want to 

provide you with as much assistance as possible when choosing the art for 
your project and this service goes above and beyond with helping you to 

find the perfect pieces and helping your client build their collection. 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS INCLUDE

ART CONSULTATION

We are happy to offer a free 
art consultation for our trade 

members. Once we have 
reviewed your project and 

discussed your vision, we will 
curate a selection of artwork 

that best fits your space. 

TRADE DISCOUNT

As a trade member, you will 
receive a courtesy discount on 

all artwork across the site, 
including bespoke artwork. 
You will also gain advance 
access to sales and special 

services. 

BESPOKE SERVICES

Whether we’re developing 
exclusive artwork for your 

project or brand or 
customising the colour and 
size of an existing piece, our 
mission is to provide you with 

the perfect artwork. 

To sign up for VC Trade and learn more about our services, 
visit visualcontrast.co/trade-program 





LEARN AND EXPLORE
find us at www.visualcontrast.co

LET’S BE FRIENDS
follow us on instagram @visual_contrast

COME HANG
to visit our new studio and see our art in person, 
email hello@visualcontrast.co 




